we can assume, good art—brings you in “just three beats after the teller gives you the punch line.”

In making this extended metaphor, Bennett demonstrated one of the most important ways that studio furniture began to change as makers engaged with postmodern ideas. Bennett was writing about the creation of meaning and how that process happened from artist to viewer (or, comedian to audience, author to reader). His Nail Cabinet, Mitch Ryerson’s Washboard Children’s Highchair, Ed Zucca’s Shaker Television and John Cederquist’s Le Fleuron Manquant (The Missing Finial) all demonstrate how a furniture artist can participate in this kind of witty conversation. By rejecting the formalist values and functional emphasis of modernism—along with its particular manifestations in craft furniture—and turning towards new materials, colors, ornamentation and historical references, makers initiated such conversations.

Bennett used an oddly placed nail to invite consideration about the field, its rules, and the importance of creativity. Ryerson used coded referents—found household objects—to construct a narrative about parenthood for his viewers to “read.” By similarly using the coded, meaning-laden popular culture and historical references (to television and Shaker furniture), Zucca offered his viewers the opportunity to puzzle what Shaker’s relationship to TV would be (or perhaps what our own should be). Building on the tradition of trompe l’oeil but applying it to physical furniture, John Cederquist encouraged his viewers to question their perceptions and cultural relationship to imagery.

Like the joke building Bennett described, these pieces involve a layering of ideas, with the shared foundation being solid, usable furniture forms. By consciously engaging with the vocabulary available to them, Bennett, Ryerson, Zucca, Cederquist and other
studio furniture makers created meaning and conversation in their functional artwork. This represented a new direction for studio furniture.

With postmodernism in literature came the idea that the reader also created meaning, not only the author. Maker Ed Zucca recognized that artwork is in this way a conversation. In a 1991 catalog for Masterworks at the Peter Joseph Gallery, Zucca wrote: “Communication happens ideally in the SPACE between the object and the viewer’s brain, via their eyeballs.” He cautioned how “WORDS (whether mine or someone else’s) can muddy the terrain in between,” both “confusing” and “limiting” the conversation “and the spontaneity of the object-viewer interaction.” In true postmodern pluralism, his essay’s final words demonstrated how studio furniture audiences, as much as makers, establish a piece’s meaning: “Like the tree that falls in the forest, nothing happens in the gallery until the viewer comes and completes the cycle. You just have to be there.”
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